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A lacklustre training session during the week, injuries to key players and playing our first game of the 
season against last year’s Premiers; there were a myriad of reasons why the Junior AFL team was 
less likely to beat Lakemba than Harold Holt catching the next wave to shore. Despite all this, 
Revesby put on a disciplined and dominant display. They were physical, spirited and determined in 
the face of a stunned Lakemba outfit that never recovered from our opening onslaught.  By 
dominating possession with our passion for the ball, quick hand-passing and mostly clever kicks, 
Revesby stamped its authority on the game to lead 14-0 at the end of the first quarter, with two pin-
point goals and a couple of behinds.  Our mental toughness and AFL basics were in pretty good 
shape with the three S’s – spoiling, smothering and shepherding, combining with our determination for 
the ball saw Revesby expand its lead to 32-1 at half time and 52-2 at the three-quarter mark.  The 
boys then tired a little and saved some fuel in the final quarter, Lakemba winning that 7-4, yet we 
were sitting prettier at full time than Cinderella on the night of the ball, with a final score of Revesby – 
56, Lakemba – 9.  A promising start from Revesby with plenty of improvement still to come in some 
areas including our kicking options, making wider use of the field and improving our attitude at 
training.  Goals were kicked by Lachlan McAlpine (3), Paul Sfeir (2) and Bradman Houston (2), who 
coincidentally, happened to be the best players on ground. 
 
We got off to a slow start in the first game of the Intermediate AFL game only kicking only one goal 
in the first half in what was a tight contest. Against Holy Spirit, we went into half time with a one-point 
lead with a lowly scoreline reading De La 1-1-7 to Lakemba’s 1-0-6. The second half got underway 
and we were playing more as a team and our skills were getting sharper. Unfortunately, however, 
there were no goals kicked as we only managed to kick one behind. Lakemba also only kicked 
behinds, however kicked enough to take the lead and win the game. It was a very tight finish to the 
game as both teams missed their chances to kick goals and take a strong lead on the scoreboard. We 
ended up going down by one point with the final score, De La Salle 1-2-8 to Lakemba’s 1-3-9.  
 
The first week the CBSA Senior Futsal competition was unfortunately washed out so Revesby had 
its first game against major rivals, St Mary's Cathedral, last week. Revesby conceded an early goal 
but responded well and the half time score was Revesby 4 – Cathedral 1. In the second half St Mary's 
came back stronger and once again scored an early goal. However, Revesby remained resolute and 
like in the first half got their “A” game together to score some stunning goals to take out the match by 
7 goals to 3 in a solid, patient and, at times, stylish start to the season.  
 
In other sports news, the East Hills Junior Oz Tag Association’s summer competition begins in 
September and they’re looking for players/teams from Under 6’s through to Under 16’s. Registration 
nights will be held at Marco Reserve East Hills on Wednesday August 3 and 10 from 4.30 – 6.00pm. 
For further details go to www.easthillsoztag.com or call Karen on 0438755373. 
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